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Figure 1 Schaller, K. (2016). Movement  [acrylic paint].

As your perspective of the world increases not 
only is the pain it inflicts on you less but its 
meaning. Understanding the world requires 
you to take a certain distance from it. Things 
that are too small to see with the naked eye, 
such as molecules and atoms, we magnify. 
Things that are too large, such as cloud 
formations, river deltas, constellations, we 
reduce. At length we bring it within the scope 
of our senses and we stabilise it with a fixer. 
When it has been fixed, we call it knowledge.
(Knausgaard, 2009, p. 11)
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A letter to the reader

This book is about the beginning of my arts-based 
research project A search for presence. 

It is in four parts

The longing of blue

The wilderness

Distracting incubation

Dropping in

It shows the emergence of the research question 

the discovery of the strategy for dropping in, and 

the early development of my own arts practice and

poetic voice.

My supervisors and companions at MIECAT were Dr 
Jan Allen, Dr Stacey Bush, Annie, Jessica, Thi and Yarn; 
their work and voices are featured here. During this early 
stage in the research into presence and voice I did not feel 
or see presence in the artworks I created; I felt I knew 
nothing about presence.
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

You will likely see that there is evidence of presence 
throughout from the very first page, just as I see it so 
clearly now. But it is important that the reader knows that 
at the time

I could not see, I could not feel

I could not recognise presence even when I used the word

That was to come much later with a change of lens.
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The longing of blue

Where are you now?

This place

with the intersections made by three cards 

on white paper,

and black lines added by me,

the shadow,

the blue,

the tape,

the lines,

the balance,

the textures,

the colours-

both simple and complex,

the blue.
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Figure 2 Schaller, K. (2015). Into the blue  [card, paint, and tape].

A woman on the edge

She looks good and ready

Ready to make a splash

Companioned

By a drawing of her family

By another

With another

With presence.

(Allen, 2015, personal correspondence)
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THE LONGING OF BLUE

Figure 3 Schaller, K. (2015). Into the blue 2  [card].

Figure 4 Schaller, K. (2015). Into the blue 3  
[pen and watercolour pencil].

Lines

some non-existent

Some existing only in

my imagination.

Others are merely shadows or

Edges…
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

    I like the textures
        I like the water marks

Figure 5 Schaller, K. (2015). There is a thin line here- can you see the red? 
[water colour and pen].

I heard myself silently singing, “out the blue you came to 
me…” (Lennon, 1973). “‘Out the blue you came to me’ he sang 
to his beloved Yoko, where Yoko came to him ‘out of the 
blue’ and cast ‘out the blue’ of Lennon’s melancholy” (du 
Noyer, 1999, Urish & Bielen, 2007).
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Figure 6 Bush, S. (2015). Stacey’s response  [pencil on paper].

Figure 7  Annie. (2015). Reimagining 
[pastels on paper].

Figure 8  Thi. (2015). Reimaging 
[ink, tape, and card].

I invited my MIECAT colleagues to help me reimagine 
my ‘diver on the board’ seeking their perspective.

THE LONGING OF BLUE
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Figure 9 Schaller, K. (2015). My smashed and broken remnants of blue  
[chalk pastel].
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What lies in the blue?

What lies in the blue?

In the deep?

How deep is the centre?

How to fathom

Unfathomable depths?

I dive in.

It is cool and refreshing

Invigorating!

No fear.

No dangers lurking below

No mysteries…

Just cool blue.

Cleansing, refreshing, invigorating blue.

I feel the water against

my skin

fine bubbles on the surface of

my body

hair streaming,

Cool Blue.
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Rebecca Solnit tells me “Blue is the colour of longing…”

I learn that I am curious about ‘the blue’.

I have been moved by the blue at the far edge of what can be seen, 
that color of horizons, of remote mountain ranges, of anything 
far away. The color of that distance is the color of an emotion, 
the color of solitude and of desire, the color of there seen from 
here, the color of where you are not. And the color of where 
you can never go. For the blue is not in the place those miles 
away at the horizon, but in the atmospheric distance between 
you and the mountains. “Longing,” says the poet Robert Hass, 
“because desire is full of endless distances.” Blue is the color of 
longing for the distances you never arrive in, for the blue world. 
(Solnit, 2006, pp. 29-30)

Figure 10 Schaller, K. (2020). [digital image] of Allen, J. (2015). [artwork], 
with Solnit , R. (2016). words superimposed.
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The wilderness

I wondered what stories this doctorate would tell about 
presence and how I would tell them?

I wondered ‘how am I me’ and ‘who was I supposed to be’?

Where does the space exist for the child to be anything 
other than the totality of generations who all acted and 
performed as was required by the times, to fit in.

Figure 11 Schaller, K. (2015). How to make a child [collage].
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Thi stuck words onto his back. He wondered

‘How does it feel to have the words of other people put

on you?’

This seemed to echo my own rumblings about self and

story.

‘Who was I supposed to be?’

One day I sat down to paint alongside my eight-year-
old daughter. I was in awe. I wanted to be able to paint 
with the same sense of flow, unencumbered by cognitive, 
prescriptive rules about art and aesthetics.

“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an 
artist once he grows up”(Picasso, Quote investigator, 2015).

Figure 12 Daughter & Schaller, K. (2015).  Our paintings  
[water colour and pen].
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I want to strip back 
I want to find presence in art making 
I want to allow presence to guide me 
to help me find my voice 
Lay bare 
Be unique 
Original 
But can I? 
What will my art look like and what will it have to say?

My question for the doctorate crystallised: 
‘Finding voice; exploring presence through art-making 
using the MIECAT procedures.’

I produced hundreds of pages of art at my kitchen table; 
page after page rendered on paper, with crayons, pastels, 
pen, paint, and collage; trying to unknow everything I 
thought I knew about art and art making.

Figure 13 Schaller, K. (2015). Poppies and shadows  [water colour].

THE WILDERNESS
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Figure 14 Schaller, K. (2015). Unnamed  
[pen and water colour].

Figure 15 Schaller, K. (2015). Still not art  
[chalk pastels].

Figure 16 Schaller, K. (2016). When to stop  
[inks].
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I experimented, I explored, I wondered, I inquired. New 
thoughts, new ways, I went with the flow, I painted my 
thinking, I painted what was before me, I painted to music, 
I tried new materials, new brushes, new paints, new inks, 
new paper; page after page after page.

I hated them all.

There was not to be one piece that I liked in its entirety,

as its whole self.

No artist emerged

No beauty materialised

Nothing of aesthetic value

Nothing of presence

I was lost

I don’t know this language

I don’t know what I want to say

I thought if I painted and drew like a child it would be 

beautiful.

It would be Art-

But is this true?

Is my initial premise flawed?

The art wasn’t speaking, or I wasn’t listening.

THE WILDERNESS
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Figure 17 Schaller, K. (2015). What if I don’t fill the whole page?  
[ink and water colour pencils].

The paint is not talking to me

It is freezing me out

Ignoring my pleas

‘Help me find presence’ I beg

Help me make art I implore

Help me create beauty

Help me make sense of all this.

But it won’t cooperate.

It is just being paint.

It became apparent just wanting to be present was not 
enough. What happens in order to be present? What was 
the process? If it was as the posters and memes tell us 
‘simple’, why was it not simple for me? Why could I not 
enter an all-encompassing pervasive presence as I had 
been able to in the past?
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Figure 18 Schaller, K. (2015). Stop trying to make art!  
[water colour pencils].

Clues revealed themselves

materially,

through my very own hand.

The message from the past

‘Trust in the process

Stay with it

Something new and useful will emerge’

THE WILDERNESS
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

I found “myself drawn to certain images or to 
photograph something…and not know why” (Gunaratnam, 
2007, p. 275), like points of intersection, spots of colour, 
accidental drops, curiosities, texture, errors and places 
that distorted the image. I liked to see the quality of the 
materials.

I called it ‘dropping in’.

‘dropping in’ is a choice,

a commitment

a strategy to find beauty.

dropping in is a new place…

“…the Marginal World is a space that exists to separate 
our daily factual reality from the place—where our 
dreaming is done, our creativity is fashioned and our 
stories are written: the place to let our ‘imagination body 
forth’ ”(Ingpen, 2017, p. 3).

Did I need a place away from reality? Did I need a place 
for dreaming and creativity?

Figure 19 Schaller, K. (2015-2016). Dropping into places of curiosity  
[1. found objects, 2. fabric and paint, 3. inks].
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At MIECAT I photographed ‘moments in the making of’, 
the ‘final product’ and ‘close-ups’ of process and product.  
I zoomed in, ‘inquiring into’ with the camera’s eye to 
places I liked, to places I was curious about, to places of 
intrigue.

Jess:     I have to make something to be present.  
 I have to do something active to be present.

Annie: This frees the heart to speak, the heart speaks 
instead of the head. I had purpose.

Jess:     It wasn’t directive. 

Thi:      I liked the silence.

Figure 20 Bush, S. (2015) Unnamed [clay].

Figure 21 Yarn. (2015). Unnamed [mixed media].

THE WILDERNESS
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Jess:      I felt less exhausted than when I arrived.

Yarn:    It’s been a lovely day of making together. I love 
stranding—(working out) What do I leave in?

Thi:      (I was) painting my vulnerability out—(I was) 
exploring, feeling safe and (I was) feeling held.

I wondered about the conditions in the small group 
session with my colleagues at MIECAT that allowed this 
exchange and encounter to happen. I wrote:

The dance between curiosity and presence,

intrusion and vulnerability.

I wonder…

about the relationship

between knowing and curiosity.

“…since the habits of old views cannot be changed so 
quickly, it is appropriate that I rest here so that this new 
knowledge may be lodged more deeply in my memory by 
the length of meditation” (Descartes, 1998, p. 30).
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Distracting incubation

‘Who was I supposed to be’ and ‘how have I become 

who I am’?

Who has come before me?

I time travelled back, to the 1900s, the 1800s, the

1700s, the 1600s, the 1500s

Sarahs, Elizabeths, Richards, Williams,

Louisa, Zurrishaddai, Palgrave,

Charles and Delia.

Widows, teachers, researchers, writers, and parents

parenting other people’s children.

Hallett, Fish, English, Anderson,

all names connected to me.

Names I hadn’t known

led me to new places, Galway, Tipperary, Norfolk,

Norway, Geelong, Glurns…

There is a story for every person and place.

Is our identity formed from a string of stories passed from 
one to the other?
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

What can you see that is really you? 
The man to whom you think you are 
accustomed? What can you see?  
The gene pool that has made you one 
shape rather than another; that has 
bestowed upon you your blue eyes 
and their quizzical stare. The inherited 
strengths and failures of your ilk. Is that 
you? Look deeper:  
How much of your thinking has been 
thought for you by someone else? 
(Winterson, 2014, p. 184)

Figure 22 Schaller, K. (2016). A smudged cloud of previously unknown first 
names, my roots  [pen and water colour pencil].
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Figure 23 Schaller. K. (2016). A palimpsest of previously unknown surnames 
[water colour pencils and pen].

DISTRACTING INCUBATION
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Discovering Sarah

Sarah Girdlestone

Sarah

Are you mine?

Am I yours?

Sarah charged with bigamy, twice married

Sarah, mother of the baby in the neglected babies’

home

The baby who dies of exhaustion.

Sarah Randall, Greenwood, Franklin, Girdlestone and

finally Bourne.

Am I yours, are you mine, am I you?

Sitting on a street corner, Robert Henry on your lap.

Charged.

Begging.

Are you me, am I you?

Sarah, daughter of Fanny and George.

Lewis and Randall.

Lewis and Randall!

Names that seem foreign to me.

Not known
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Not mine

And yet…

I am Lewis

I am Randall

Discovering Sarah

Searching for self.

Was this a distraction or was this what Moustakas calls 
the incubation phase? 

The purpose of this phase is to focus 
on unrelated distractions that leave 
the research topic to percolate in the 
subconscious. During this time, new ideas 
form in much the same way as a forgotten 
name suddenly comes to mind when we 
are thinking about something else.  
(Wall, 2006, p. 150)

DISCOVERING SARAH
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

I am

I am

Szydlik, Schaller, Murphy, Girdlestone, Randall, Lewis,

Allen and more

I am De Burgh, Egan, Kirwan, Burke

I am Ewin, I am Hewitt, I am Pyle, I am Fish, I am 

unknown…

I am Hulme, I am Loder

I am Charles Anderson from Norway,

I am Mary English from Tipperary,

I am English, Austrian, Irish, Norwegian, Scots,

Australian…

can I be Australian?

My home is Elwood, Bulleen, Heidelberg, Richmond,

Clifton Hill, Albert Park, South Melbourne,

Collingwood, Snapper Point, Geelong, Galway, Belper,

Gloucestershire, Norway, Glurns, Blackpool, Tipperary,

Norfolk.

Austria, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales.
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I AM

Why am I naming place after place after place? Allen 
(1995) tells us “We receive many versions of where we 
came from and who we are” (“Knowing memory”, para. 15) and 
Neville (2020) says that “The stories through which we 
construct and express the meaning of our lives are not 
new stories” (para. 6). Then I read Tuan (2001), “Place is 
security, space is freedom: we are attached to the one and 
long for the other” (p. 3).

Solnit’s blue ‘longing’ again!

Longing and lost.

Was this ‘dropping in’ a focus on the detail? Was this

data gathering or distraction or incubation?

Figure 24 Schaller, K. (2016). Where do I come from?  [ink and water colour 
pencils].
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

I was looking for an ounce of genetic courage to chart 
my own course, map my own way and give me permission 
to be other. In my family tree I find eight first arrivals 
(to Australia) who bravely and courageously left behind 
all that they knew to step into an unknown future…
to begin again. I see the absolute randomness of our 
existence. The sheer luck that we are all of us here. If 
not for an alignment of biological, geographical, and 
historical events I would not exist. I would not be present 
physically to wrestle with presence, philosophically and 
therapeutically. If the ‘Great Famine’ in Ireland hadn’t 
happened there would be no Mary English arriving from 
Tipperary on a ship of single females. There would be 
no Delia de Burgh arriving to meet Charles. If gold had 
not been discovered in Victoria, Australia many of these 
adventurers would not have come across the seas at all.

No Scotland meets Tipperary

No Galway meets Norfolk

No Norway meets Geelong

No Austria meets Lancashire

No, me.

If Annie Mary had not lost one baby, then another, then 
another, and then her husband, she would not have met 
my great, great, great, great Grandfather from Norway. So 
many tragic stories, so many deaths, so many widows and 
remarriages…all leading to my eventual existence. But 
I also see in all these stories many choices being made. 
Which is of course the story of us all.

“Joseph Campbell said ‘we came into this world not to 
find out who to be, but how to be in this place’” (Black, 2019). 
How!
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‘What is the meaning of life?’ my 10-year-old daughter 
asked.

‘Your dad used to say that the meaning of life is to 
discover the meaning of life,’ I replied.

Viktor Frankl (2004) said the meaning of life differs 
“from man to man, and from moment to moment” (p. 85). 
This answer was a much better answer to share with 
my daughter. It encourages her to discover her ‘how’, 
as participant, inventor, and creator, not as a waiting 
spectator.

How?

I wondered how I knew how to be with the dying.

I wondered how I knew how to mother the child of

another.

I wondered about how I came to be this person,

wondering about anything and everything and writing

these words?

‘How’ has space.

I was curious about women who created their own 
how and gave their life their own meaning, the Josephine 
Bakers and Sunday Reeds of the world. Artists like Mirka 
Mora “…an unconventional  —and very erudite —artist” 
(Cotte, 2019, p. 74). “Not many women at the time decided 
to embrace art as she did, observing a distance between 
themselves and their family life, and developing a career 
outside of the mainstream art movements” (Cotte, 2019, p. 
88).

I AM
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

In and away

In in in I go, away and out of me.

In, into a word, into a stroke, into a lyric,

into a leaf, away and out of my cellular pain.

I find an entry point

Go in.

Into the detail

A place to rest

A place to like

A strategy.

Go in, focus.

Look, hear, feel.

Rest and when you are ready, come out again.

It is hard to find a peaceful ‘now’ in which to rest.

I need a why. For “He who has a why to live for can

bear almost any how” (Nietzsche,1889)

This will keep you here

Able to stay…

But my ‘who’ and ‘how’ and ‘why’ and ‘where’ are

pained.
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How do I be in the now

when each now,

each moment

is pained?

“Poetry creates and occupies sensuous space that is 
connected to the deepest level of existence” (Brady, 2004, as 
cited in Thomas, 2009, p. 128).

I fell into this strategy of dropping in, going in, while 
searching for something to like in an ocean of unlikeable 
things. I searched for a tiny spot of pleasure, a little piece 
of relief, when so much pleasure had disappeared, with 
the death of Richard; in the absence of the person who 
had loved me like no other. I lost him, I lost me.

It is hard to be a boat drifting on the sea, seemingly 
free, when the anchor is cut. Without the anchor the trip 
is perilous. With the anchor the boat can bob around 
without a care in the world, free to enjoy the sun, the air, 
the rolling sea, and the abundance the world has to offer. 
The anchor is cut, and the wee boat is now adrift, heading 
into unchartered, unknown waters, storms, and the edge 
of the earth.

His absence has opened that old known crack; he had 
helped me repair myself. I liked the me I was with him.

I am nearly nine years into this adventure on the high 
seas, nine years adrift, and I am only just now sighting 
land. So, to run with this metaphor of boats and sea and 
anchors…What will be my anchor now I wonder? And I 
remember my cousin’s painting that I loved so much that I 
asked her if I could buy it…

IN AND AWAY
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

I think of the fog and the sense of being lost, and the 
buoys guiding the way…

Figure 25 Summers, M. (2018). Buoy [oil paint on canvas].
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I am in love with this bobbing yellow buoy.

Alone, save a companion almost out of sight.

Bobbing along—doing its job 

of warning and saving.

Tethered.

Staying.

The buoy

The ocean

The rope

The mist.

The boat

The reflections

The trees

I am the buoy.

There is space in this painting for me… I ‘dropped in’ on 
the buoy, secure in this place, this spot, this moment…and 
then now secured, I could drift a little in my thoughts.

I stumbled on a quote from Tuan (2001), “from the 
security and stability of place we are aware of the 
openness, freedom, and threat of space, and vice versa” (p. 
6) and I am sent back to the comfort of the book Poetry of 
Presence (Cole-Dai & Wilson, 2017, p. 128).

IN AND AWAY
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Trough

There is a trough in waves,

A low spot

Where horizon disappears

And only sky

And water

Are our company

And there we lose our way

Unless

We rest, knowing the wave will bring us

To its crest again.

There we may drown

If we let fear

Hold us within its grip and shake us

Side to side

And leave us flailing, torn, disoriented.
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But if we rest there

In the trough,

Are silent,

Being with

The low part of the wave,

Keeping

Our energy and

Noticing the shape of things,

The flow,

Then time alone

Will bring us to another

Place

Where we can see

Horizon, see land again,

Regain our sense

Of where

We are,

And where we need to swim.

(Sorum Brown, 2017, p. 128) 

IN AND AWAY
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Where? How? Who? Why?

…those who do not have roots, who are 
cosmopolitan, bring about the death of 
their own passion and humanity. However, 
in order not to be provincial and stay in 
one place, one should keep a living village 
in one’s memory, an image to which the 
imagination and the heart return over 
and over. (De Martino, 1995, as cited in Bambini, 
Gandini & Edwards, 2001, p. 105)

Was I creating my own living village?

Filling it with ancestors, poets, participants, and 

colleagues?

In my ancestors I found a web of widows,

I found teachers and students and writers.

What man actually needs is not a 
tensionless state but rather the striving 
and struggling for some goal worthy of 
him. What he needs is not the discharge 
of tension at any cost, but the call of a 
potential meaning waiting to be fulfilled by 
him. (Frankl, 2004, p. 110)

Perhaps this struggling search to better understand 

presence is my why.

Is this thesis a meta project to create a worthy goal?

I sit in the tension with so many questions.
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Is presence a place to be or a way to be?

Is it a where or a how?

Is it a when or a why?

Is presence a state?

Is presence a feeling?

Is it the before during and after, the here, there, and 

everywhere?

Is presence omnipresent? 

Where will I find my potential meaning?

IN AND AWAY
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Dropping in

I loosened up. I was no longer trying to make art; content 
to create and practice the strategy of ‘dropping in’ and 

photographing everything I made, secure that I would find 
something I liked within.

Figure 26 Schaller, K. (2015). Whole  [water colour and pencil].
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Figure 27 Schaller, K. (2015). Close-up  [water colour and pencil].

I uploaded the photos onto the computer. The camera and 
the computer revealed things to me the eye couldn’t see. 
This new mode enhanced and amplified my experience of 
the pieces.
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run

roll

tumble

In their own time

Up the page.

Softly suggestive smudges of black

Companioning them on their way

‘We are here,’

They whisper as they pass.

But I did not see…

Figure 28 Schaller. K. (2015). Three imperfect lines  
[water colour and pencil].

Three imperfect green lines
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

I consumed fiction voraciously, able to read now after 
a long period of being unable to at the beginning of my 
bereavement. And books led to painting led to more 
poetry and deeper inquiry, like these responses to 
Knausgaard’s My struggle (2009).

A moment.

A place that I had made. It was mine and I could enjoy it.

They were there, hidden within the whole. 

Small places, spots, accidental moments of beauty.

Figure 29  Schaller. K. (2016). Response to Karl Ove Knausgaard’s My struggle 
(2009) [mixed media].
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Knausgaard’s, prose and my painting danced together 
with the question of who I was supposed to be. I noticed 
the gold and remembered kaur*…

the world

gives you

so much pain

and here you are

making gold out of it

—there is nothing purer than that

(kaur, 2015, p. 185)

*rupi kaur writes her name in lower case letters

THREE IMPERFECT GREEN LINES

Figure 31 Schaller. K. (2016). Close-up—Free from the shackles of childhood- 
finally?  [mixed media].

Figure 30  Schaller. K. (2016). Close-up—Freedom [mixed media].
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

Oh beautiful little piece
Did I make you?
Did I make you with my very own brush?
With my very own hand

With my very own…desire?
Was it I who breathed beauty into art?
Focus,
drop into,
look,
listen with all your senses
find it.
Beautiful golden lines on char blackened card
overlaid on fine brush strokes;
A little piece of beauty amidst the ugly, brutal 
and harsh.

Figure 32  Schaller, K. (2016). Close-up—Balance [mixed media].
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Figure 33 Schaller, K. (2015). Finally! When going in for the close-up, I couldn’t 
find a piece I liked more than the whole  [paint and paper].

I made little hand drawn notes in sketch books.

I noticed a more organic, perhaps authentic, rendering.

I had successfully shrugged off the mantel of trying to

make art.

I was seeking meaning and understanding.

I was using visual art as another voice.

The sketches made visible my thinking.

In the practice of one mode, I became more open to

other arts-based forms.

Music (the songs of others),

writing (the words of others and my own) and

drawing, all became ways for me to make meaning.

I was feeling more open to the world.

I was feeling more receptive.

And then one day I made a piece I liked in its entirety.

THREE IMPERFECT GREEN LINES
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GOING IN, TO COME OUT

depth is coming

thinking is welcome

a desire to write

to write

introspection

patience is lacking

In our day to day lives we experience 
time as a continuous flow. But it can also 
be useful to think of time as a series of 
snapshots or moments and every event 
can be thought of as the unfolding of 
moment, after moment, after moment. 
(Sutherland, 2015, para. 17)

Figure 34 Schaller, K. (2017). From moment to moment  [pen and ink].
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“Make the most of the present and remain aware that we 
are just one small part of a much bigger picture” (Beckett, 
personal correspondence, 2015).

Figure 35 Schaller, K. (2017).  7 years on an island  [pen and ink].

THREE IMPERFECT GREEN LINES
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7 years on an island

This moment here
A moment amid many moments
One moment unplanned for
In a stream of unplanned moments

A life lived
Living the life
Living the dream
Loving the lived life
And then the unplanned moment

How to get back into the stream
The stream of life
With its dreams
Its plans, its unplanned moments
How to get back to the stream of moments
Blots of presence from here to there
no bridge from here to there
The smallest, most present of blots
Took me out of the stream
7 years out of the stream…
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Musician: 
It’s so easy now to erase all of the mistakes 
and polish away the evidence of human 
interaction with a recording and I’m 
not interested in that at all. The most 
interesting music to me right now is where 
you feel the friction between the person 
and the machine… you feel that it’s deeply 
imperfect in the way that we are.  
(Sanborn, 2019)

I heard clues for my attraction

To going in close on art works

Where the detail is visible.

The texture of the paper can be seen

The brush stroke is evident

There is the transparency of the paint

The imperfections

The human element

The detail

The made-ness of it

The created-ness of it

All seen

By the viewer

It shouts—‘someone made this’.

It says

‘I had a hand in this.

I was here’.

7 YEARS ON AN ISLAND
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I was beginning to hate presence and everything that it 
appeared to stand for. It seemed to be reduced in popular 
literature and culture. And it was impossible for me to 
understand. It was impossible for me to feel. I could not 
reach it. I hated it. It eluded me and remained a mystery.

Presence (Thesaurus.com)

Something was bubbling below the surface; something 
about being, place, companioning and potential and in the 
titles of the works and hastily written jottings on pages I 
began to see a poetic, nuanced voice emerging. This  
voice was different, she/I pushed the clinical, academic, 
voice to the background, she foregrounded a dramatic 
emotional voice, ‘Free from the shackles of childhood’, she 
claimed. She owned the subjective and emotional and 
gave voice to tacit knowing (Moustakas, 1990). 

“Her many toned voice is part of her presence, 
sometimes a song, sometimes a cry, or a whisper” (Neilsen, 
2004, p. 231).

“Existence,

being,

companionship,

company,

habitation,

latency,

occupation,

omnipresence,

potentiality,

residence,

subsistence,

ubiety,

ubiquity,

whereabouts,

inhabitance”
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“The closer we look the more there is to discover” (Sousanis, 
2015, p. 44).

Figure 36 Jess (2015). Unnamed [paint].

Blue

“Blue is the colour of night

When the red sun disappears from the sky”

Sings Lucinda Williams (2001, 1:07) lyrically, 

I love that Williams says the night is blue.

Such a disruptive thought.

Not black, not dark, but blue.
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Dissenting, niggling…

blue nights open up endless possibilities,

Making space for myriad moments of

multi-coloured skies 

and ways of being in them, under them,

with them.

“…blue is the light that got lost”, says Solnit 

(2006) “The colour of longing for the 

distances you never arrive in…” (pp. 29-30)

Blue may not be all it seems…

Not cool and refreshing but seductive and

deceptive

A place you never arrive in

a place that is just a dream

a mirage

an horizon.

Blue was the colour of the luring waters at
the end of my diving board.
‘Jump in’, it beckoned,
‘I am the place to be’, it seemed to suggest.
But I “hover” like Stern’s (2004) “musical
interlude”, (abstract)

Surveying the horizon.
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What a phenomenon.

Teetering on the edge

Preparing

Wondering

‘What’s next’?

BLUE
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